Many models have been put forward to explain the high efficiency of protein folding, and to account for variations in protein size and structure, including the framework model[@b1-5_25],[@b2-5_25], the hydrophobic-collapse model[@b3-5_25]--[@b5-5_25] and the nucleation-condensation model[@b6-5_25]. The 'funnel theory'[@b7-5_25]--[@b10-5_25] provides a general description of folding using energy landscapes, and predicts the presence of many intermediates and multiple pathways; however, ensemble averaging makes it difficult for experiments to accurately probe the energy landscape; therefore, single-molecule force-detection experiments have been carried out using atomic force microscopy (AFM) or optical tweezers[@b11-5_25]--[@b13-5_25] with the aim of directly detecting mechanical properties. Stretching and unfolding of individual protein molecules has been studied as a reversible pathway, whereas atomic-level information about the mechanical unfolding process has been derived from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations[@b14-5_25]--[@b18-5_25].

However, experiments and simulations have revealed discrepancies between force profiles. In addition, only one or two mechanical intermediates have been detected by single-molecule experiments[@b17-5_25]--[@b23-5_25]. By contrast, research using spectroscopy, thermodynamics and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has characterized folding processes by kinetics using schemes with multiple intermediates and parallel pathways[@b24-5_25]--[@b27-5_25]. The enumeration of essential intermediates, and identification of their structures and pathways, could be the key to understanding the folding mechanisms; however, these issues remain to be resolved.

Here, we introduce direct control of the end-to-end molecular distance for single-molecule mechanical unfolding using laser-radiation pressure, which allows stretching at conditions close to equilibrium, that is, quasi-statically. Quasi-static force measurement enables the detection of free energy changes directly. Multiple transition states and stochastic pathways were detected in the unfolding of staphylococcal nuclease (SNase), and were confirmed by MD simulations. Further, we found that transition states emerged more frequently in unfolding of a stabilized domain.

Methods
=======

Mutant protein A1C/Q149C
------------------------

Expression plasmids containing mutations were constructed from pMT7-SN and mutagenic primers using a MutaGene phagemid *in vitro* mutagenesis kit (Bio-Rad)[@b28-5_25] and the Kunkel method[@b29-5_25]. The C-terminus was mutated first followed by the N-terminus, and both termini were mutated to Cys (A1C/Q149C). The expression plasmid was transformed into competent BL21(DE3)/pLysS cells (Novagen Inc.). The expressed protein was purified using a cation-exchange column SP Sepharose (GE Healthcare)[@b30-5_25].

Inter-/intramolecular-force microscopy
--------------------------------------

The inter-/intramolecular-force microscopy (IFM) system[@b31-5_25]--[@b33-5_25] ([Fig. 1a](#f1-5_25){ref-type="fig"}) was based on an inverted microscope (IX70, Olympus) with an objective (PlanApo 60× oil, numerical aperture (NA) 1.4). A water-immersion objective (LUMPlanFl 40× W, NA 0.8, working distance (WD) 3.3 mm, Olympus) was installed above the specimen. Direct detection of cantilever displacement is essential for the feedback, instead of the detection of the angular change used in AFM; since the feedback position-control system needs detection of the absolute position of the cantilever tip, detection methods of angular change are unusable. The angle of the cantilever tip depends on not the absolute position but the relative position of the cantilever tip to the position of the cantilever root. We detected the displacement by forming a magnified image of the cantilever on a split-photodiode (magnification \~96×) by illumination with a red light-emitting diode (LED; L6112-01, Hamamatsu). The differential output of the photodiode was amplified and used as a feedback system (CF201, Sentech), which modulated the laser intensity (820 nm) for position control with a response frequency of 50 kHz. The maximum intensity of the laser was 30 mW, which exerted a force of \~100 pN on the cantilever. The displacement was calibrated by oscillating the cantilever base with a piezo actuator. As the direction of cantilever displacement was inclined at 45° from the optical axis, the detected displacement by the photosensor was proportional to cos (45°) times the displacement.

Hand-made cantilever
--------------------

Flexible cantilevers (\~0.2 pN/nm; 300 μm length, 20 μm width, 0.2 μm thickness) were made by pulling a heated thin coverslip (0.03 mm thick; Matsunami Glass)[@b31-5_25],[@b32-5_25]. A single glass bead (3 μm in diameter; Bangs Lab) was glued to a distal corner of the thin sheet (cantilever) with epoxy adhesive (Araldite Rapid; Huntsman Advanced Materials). The distal end of the cantilever and the bead were coated with gold (\~28 nm and \~10 nm thick, respectively) to reflect the laser beam and to chemisorb the cysteinyl residue of the protein, respectively.

Single-molecule force microscopy
--------------------------------

A coverslip washed with 0.1 M KOH and rinsed with water was coated with gold (\~2 nm thick) and then glued to the bottom of a dish. Next, 10 μg/ml mutant SNase in buffer (50 mM NaCl and 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 in the absence of Ca^2+^, or 1 mM CaCl^2^ in addition to the buffer in the presence of Ca^2+^) was incubated for 5 min on the gold-coated coverslip in the dish, and any unabsorbed protein was washed away with the buffer. The dish was placed on the microscope and filled with buffer. The protein extension trial (see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S1](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"})[@b31-5_25]--[@b33-5_25] was repeated. Protein extension was observed in \~1% of the trials. This low ratio of signal-observed trials to all trials indicated that two or more protein molecules seldom adhered to the probe and extended, and confirmed the single-molecule extension. All experiments were carried out at 27°C. Data were recorded on a DAT tape with a sampling rate of 48 kHz, and processed with a Butterworth filter (cutoff width 2 nm) on a personal computer for noise reduction.

MD simulation
-------------

MD simulations were carried out using Discovery Studio 1.7 (Accelrys) on Windows XP-based personal computers (Terra) with a CHARMm force field and an implicit solvent model of Generalized Born with simple switching (GBSW) and a time step of 1 fs. The SNase crystallography structure (1STN, Lys6--Ser141) in the absence of Ca^2+^ was heated and equilibrated to 300 K, and used as the initial structure. The starting structure of SNase in the presence of Ca^2+^ was derived from the crystallography structure with thymidine 3′,5′-diphosphate (pdTp)/Ca^2+^ complex (1SNC, Leu7--Ser141) by removing the pdTp molecule. Fifty initial structures were repeatedly generated by heating to 310 K in 0.2 ps and equilibrated at 300 K for 1.2 ps. The end-to-end distance between N- and C-termini was increased from 4.1 to 48.0 nm with 0.1 nm increments per 2-ps step at 300 K (temperature controlled every 5 ps). Force was derived as the derivative of total energy (sum of kinetic energy and potential energy) versus the end-to-end distance, and raw traces of force were digitally filtered (Hanning, half width 1.0 nm).

Cluster analysis
----------------

The square of the Euclidean distance between clusters, which was composed of single data of a force-extension curve in the first calculation, was calculated by summing the difference between two data (force amplitude) at the same data point (extension) in all combinations. A pair of clusters a and b with the smallest distance was clustered into a new cluster c. The new square of the Euclidean distance between the new cluster c and another cluster x was defined as
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where *d*~ij~ denotes the Euclidean distance between clusters i and j. A, B, and C were defined by the Ward method as
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where *N*~i~ denotes the number of components composing cluster i. Iteration of the procedure decreased the number of clusters (*N*~cluster~) and increased the number of components composing each cluster (*N*~i~). The number of clusters (*N*~cluster~) was determined as follows. The minimum Euclidean distance *d*~min~ decreased with the increase in *N*~cluster~, and was fitted with an exponential decay function, *d*~min~ = *d*~0~× exp(−*N*~cluster~/*N*~0~). Since *N*~0~ was given as 10.2, the number of clusters *N*~cluster~ was determined as 10.

Force-peak detection
--------------------

Force peaks accompanied by a decrease within 2 nm in the force amplitude three times larger than the noise amplitude (experiments, [Fig. 2](#f2-5_25){ref-type="fig"}; MD simulations, [Fig. S3](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were used to analyze force-peak distribution in both experiments ([Fig. 3a, b](#f3-5_25){ref-type="fig"}) and MD simulations ([Fig. 3c, d](#f3-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). Noise amplitude was determined as the standard deviation of the force amplitude in the force-extension relationship after subtracting 3-nm moving averages.

Protein structure
-----------------

3D structures and secondary structure cartoons were drawn by DS Visualizer (Accelrys).

Trajectory map and energy landscape
-----------------------------------

The number of residues composing α-helices and β-structures (*Na* and *Nb*, respectively) was counted according to the secondary-structure definition[@b34-5_25] every 1 nm of the end-to-end distance. As the trajectories fluctuated, moving data sets (*Na*, *Nb*) averaged from three were obtained as a function of the end-to-end distance, and were used to depict each trajectory with a B-spline by graph software Origin (OriginLab). The trajectory density map, the energy landscape and deviation of the energy landscape were depicted by Excel (Microsoft). Total energy was used for the energy landscape.

Results
=======

Single-molecule quasi-static microscopy
---------------------------------------

We used a modified form of inter-/intramolecular-force microscopy (IFM)[@b31-5_25]--[@b33-5_25], which is a refined version of AFM[@b35-5_25] ([Fig. 1a](#f1-5_25){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S1](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Flexible hand-made cantilevers, with \~100-times lower stiffness than conventional cantilevers, were used to achieve sub-piconewton resolutions. Feedback control using laser-radiation pressure was incorporated to control the position of the cantilever tip with sub-nanometer resolutions. Since the root of the cantilever is manipulated in conventional AFM, the displacement (Δ*d*) and velocity (*v*) of the terminus of the protein molecule were different from those of manipulation (Δ*z* and *v*~c~; [Fig. 1b](#f1-5_25){ref-type="fig"}, top). This issue was overcome by manipulating the cantilever tip with the radiation-pressure feedback system. Direct control of the end-to-end molecular distance allowed manipulation to be achieved at conditions close to equilibrium, that is, quasi-statically ([Fig. 1b](#f1-5_25){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). SNase is a model protein for folding studies of 149 amino acids (16 kDa)[@b36-5_25]--[@b39-5_25] with nuclease activity, which is activated by Ca^2+^ (ref. [@b31-5_25]). The termini on opposite sides[@b40-5_25] were bridged between a substrate and the tip of the cantilever ([Fig. 1c and d](#f1-5_25){ref-type="fig"}) and stretched at a constant rate.

Stochastic appearance of multiple force peaks
---------------------------------------------

Single-molecule force measurements of SNase in the absence and presence of Ca^2+^ produced force-extension curves with one or two peaks at variant extensions ([Fig. 2](#f2-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). The force dropped vertically just after its peak, which is a feature of force-extension relations measured using the direct control system of extension. By contrast, force-extension curves from previous single-molecule studies showed force drops with slopes, which decreased the resolution.

Energy-extension curves are obtained as integrals of force-extension curves ([Supplementary Information, Fig. S2](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The energy increased as the protein ends were pulled, in other words, the end-to-end distance increased; therefore, we calculated energy deviations from trend lines, and compared with the force-extension curves. The force peak corresponded to the local maximum of the energy deviation (see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S2](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This suggests that force peaks correspond to transition states for unfolding.

A histogram of force-peak locations from all 42 and 43 force-extension curves of SNase in the absence and presence of Ca^2+^, respectively, showed six peaks ([Fig. 3a and b](#f3-5_25){ref-type="fig"}), indicating multiple transition states. That only some of the transition states emerged stochastically in each trial is a distinguishing feature of the single-molecule detection of unfolding processes.

Agreement between experiments and MD simulations
------------------------------------------------

To examine transition states and unfolding pathways, we carried out MD simulations of SNase stretching in the absence and presence of Ca^2+^ (50 simulations for each condition). MD force-extension showed similar profiles to those obtained experimentally (see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S3](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Force peaks corresponded to breaks in the secondary structure or hydrophobic interaction ([Fig. 4](#f4-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). The histogram of force-peak locations from all simulations also showed a distribution similar to the experimental histogram ([Fig. 3c and d](#f3-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). It was composed of five peaks, which largely agreed with the experimental results, except for the absence of a peak corresponding to the experimental 7-nm peak. This peak might have been brought about by stretching the terminal region (Ala1--Lys5 and Glu142--Gln149 in the absence of Ca^2+^; Ala1--Lys6 and Glu142--Gln149 in the presence of Ca^2+^), which is not included in the simulation, and might correspond to the finding that the carboxy (C)-terminal end region (Trp140--Gln149) is important for structural stability[@b41-5_25]. The best agreement was obtained when the MD axis of the end-to-end distance was shifted to the left by 2.0 nm (broken line in [Fig. 3c and d](#f3-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). This might have been caused by anchoring the configuration of the protein termini on experimental surfaces. The agreements between experiments and simulations reflected the direct control of the extension and constant-rate stretching.

By contrast, the amplitude of the force and energy differed between experiments and simulations. The force-amplitude distributions were similar, but the experimental and simulation force-peak amplitudes were 26 and 304 pN in the absence of Ca^2+^, and 34 and 322 pN in the presence of Ca^2+^, respectively (averaged ratio of 1 : 10.4) (see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S4](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The energy amplitudes of the mean energy-extension relationship for the experiments and simulations were 442 pNnm (at 34 nm) and 3,645 pN·nm (at 36 nm) in the absence of Ca^2+^, and 358 pNnm (at 34 nm) and 3,886 pN·nm (at 36 nm) in the presence of Ca^2+^, respectively (averaged ratio of 1: 9.4). Force and energy were previously reported to be proportional to the logarithm of the pulling speed[@b12-5_25],[@b42-5_25],[@b43-5_25]. In the present study, the pulling speeds of the experiments and simulations were 70 nm/s (*v*~exp~) and 0.050 nm/ps (*v*~sim~), respectively. The logarithm of their ratio, log[@b10-5_25](*v*~sim~/*v*~exp~), was 8.9, which was comparable to the ratio of the force amplitude of 10.4 and the energy amplitude of 9.4. Thus, the difference in amplitude may be explained by the difference in the pulling speed, which might be related to the number of possible conformations of the protein per unit time.

Ca^2+^ binding shifted the experimental mean amplitude of the force peak from 26 to 34 pN upon binding of Ca^2+^ (see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S4a and b](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In MD simulation, the force histogram showed another broad distribution above the major peak only in the presence of Ca^2+^ (see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S4c and d](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A previous study using circular dichroism (CD) showed that the global protein structure was stabilized in the presence of Ca^2+\ (^ref. [@b44-5_25]). The increase in force in the present study may reflect the stabilization of the SNase structure by Ca^2+^ binding.

Shift in force-peak locations by Ca^2+^
---------------------------------------

To clarify the Ca^2+^ effect, we performed cluster analysis of all 85 experimental force-extension curves in both the absence and presence of Ca^2+^. The 85 force-extension curves were partitioned into 10 clusters. The mean force-extension curves of the 10 clusters were further divided into 3 groups ([Fig. 5](#f5-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). The mean force-extension curves of the clusters in the groups 1 and 2 showed distinct force peaks, while those in group 3 did not. The force-peak amplitude of the mean force-extension curves in groups 1 and 2 was 5 times larger than that of the noise amplitude ([Fig. 5a and b](#f5-5_25){ref-type="fig"}; see Methods section).

All force peaks in group 1 were located under 23 nm ([Fig. 5a](#f5-5_25){ref-type="fig"}), and all force peaks in group 2 were located at 21.9 nm and over 23 nm ([Fig. 5b](#f5-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). The majority of data in group 1 were in the absence of Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 5d](#f5-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the majority in group 2 were in the presence of Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 5e](#f5-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). Group 3 ([Fig. 5c](#f5-5_25){ref-type="fig"}) were composed of data in both the absence and presence of Ca^2+^ comparably ([Fig. 5f](#f5-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). This implies that Ca^2+^ binding shifts the region with a high probability of force-peak emergence from the former to the latter half in extension.

Force peaks emerged more frequently in a stabilized domain
----------------------------------------------------------

The distribution of experimental force-peak locations of the mean force-extension curves by cluster analysis ([Fig. 6a and c](#f6-5_25){ref-type="fig"}) showed several peaks in the same locations as those without cluster analysis ([Fig. 3a and b](#f3-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). Cluster analysis was also applied to MD force-extension curves. The histogram of MD force-peak locations by cluster analysis ([Fig. 6b and d](#f6-5_25){ref-type="fig"}) again showed a distribution similar to that without cluster analysis ([Fig. 3c and d](#f3-5_25){ref-type="fig"}) and to the experimental histogram ([Fig. 6a and c](#f6-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). Since force peaks correspond to transition states as mentioned above, this result indicates that the detection of multiple transition states in unfolding was confirmed by MD simulation and cluster analysis.

The majority of force peaks emerged in the former half of the extension (less than 23 nm) in the absence of Ca^2+^, and in the latter half in the presence of Ca^2+^ ([Fig. 6e and f](#f6-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). Their ratios were again similar between the experiments and MD simulations. MD simulations showed that force peaks in the former half mainly occurred during unfolding of the α-domain and that almost all in the latter half occurred during unfolding of the β-barrel domain ([Fig. 6f](#f6-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). In other words, Ca^2+^ binding increased force peaks during unfolding of the β-barrel domain. Previous NMR studies showed that ligand binding stabilized the β-barrel domain[@b45-5_25],[@b46-5_25]. Taken together, the present findings show that force peaks, i.e., transient states, emerge more frequently in stabilized domains.

Discussion
==========

Stochastic heterogeneous pathways and multiple transition states
----------------------------------------------------------------

In the present study, inter-/intramolecular-force microscopy detected multiple transition states and showed that some, but not all, emerged stochastically ([Figs. 2](#f2-5_25){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). This stochastic feature agrees well with predictions from the energy landscape theory, which cannot be detected by ensemble-averaging experiments.

These findings were confirmed by MD simulations, which showed multiple transition states and heterogeneous pathways with stochastic appearance ([Figs. 4](#f4-5_25){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#f7-5_25){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Information, Movies S1 to S3](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Discussion](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Individual trajectories underwent vigorous fluctuations, and the 2D trajectory density map clearly showed that individual trajectories were not uniquely determined and took highly heterogeneous pathways ([Fig. 7](#f7-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). Meanwhile, kinetic studies analyzed folding processes using schemes with multiple intermediates and parallel pathways[@b24-5_25]--[@b27-5_25], which differed in number depending on each kinetic study. This characteristic might be comparable to the present finding that individual trajectories stochastically take heterogeneous pathways through multiple intermediates in a complicated energy landscape.

Origin of force peaks in MD simulations
---------------------------------------

MD simulations showed that force peaks corresponded to breaks in the secondary structure or hydrophobic interaction ([Fig. 4](#f4-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). Secondary structures were generally disrupted one at a time (see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S6](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), but with great variation ([Fig. 7](#f7-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). The termini of regions where contacts existed between side chains were at loop structures and were often near hydrophobic clusters (see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S6](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that the intermediates were stabilized by interactions among hydrophobic clusters.

2D energy landscapes by MD simulations were composed of many peaks and troughs ([Fig. 7c and d](#f7-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). Trajectories tended to escape energetic peaks and to stochastically search for a route of lower energy. When a trajectory crossed an energetic saddle point or peak, a force peak appeared in the extension curve. As the energies dynamically changed due to a large number of protein conformations, the locations did not precisely correspond with the landscape of the mean energy. Meanwhile, energetic troughs near steep peaks showed high densities on the trajectory map; hence, they corresponded to unfolding intermediates.

The β-barrel domain is stabilized by Ca^2+^ binding
---------------------------------------------------

MD simulations showed that unfolding of the α-domain occurred first followed by the β-barrel domain ([Fig. 4](#f4-5_25){ref-type="fig"}; see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S6](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Discussion](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which agrees well with previous results by calorimetric[@b47-5_25] and NMR spectroscopic[@b48-5_25] studies. Cluster analysis showed that groups 1 and 2 were characterized by force peaks in the former half in extension (under 23 nm) and in the latter half ([Figs. 5](#f5-5_25){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#f6-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). The estimated end-to-end distance of the stretched α-domain (Met98-Gln149) and the N-terminal disordered region (Ala1-Lys5) was 20.52 nm (57 residues times 0.36 nm/residue). The boundary length of 23 nm was comparable to the sum of this 20.52 nm and the diameter (3 nm) of the remaining folded β-barrel domain; therefore, force peaks below and above 23 nm are regarded as unfolding of the α-domain and the β-barrel domain, respectively. Indeed, MD simulations showed that force peaks in the former half mainly occurred during unfolding of the α-domain and that almost all in the latter half occurred during unfolding of the β-barrel domain ([Fig. 6f](#f6-5_25){ref-type="fig"}).

MD simulations showed that Ca^2+^ binding destabilized the α-domain but stabilized the β-barrel domain ([Supplementary Information, Fig. S6](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Previous NMR studies showed that ligand binding stabilized the β-barrel domain[@b45-5_25],[@b46-5_25]. X-ray crystallography showed that the Ca^2+^ binding site is located in the β-barrel domain ([Fig. 1](#f1-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). The flexible loops comprising the Ca^2+^ binding sites were structured and stabilized by Ca^2+^ binding[@b45-5_25].

Frequent force-peak emergence in rugged energy landscape
--------------------------------------------------------

Cluster analysis showed that in the absence of Ca^2+^, the majority of force peaks emerged in the former half while in the presence of Ca^2+^ they emerged in the latter half ([Fig. 6e and f](#f6-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together with the results of MD simulations, force peaks emerged more frequently during unfolding of the α-domain in the absence of Ca^2+^, and during unfolding of the β-barrel domain in the presence of Ca^2+^. In other words, transient states emerged more frequently in stabilized domains.

2D energy landscapes highlighted the ligand binding effects ([Fig. 7c and d](#f7-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). The energy landscape in the former half of extension (upper right area in [Fig. 7c](#f7-5_25){ref-type="fig"}) in the absence of Ca^2+^ was more rugged than in the latter half. In the presence of Ca^2+^, in contrast, the latter half (lower left area in [Fig. 7d](#f7-5_25){ref-type="fig"}) was more rugged than the former half. This finding indicates that stabilized domains have a more rugged energy landscape, where transient states emerge with a higher probability.

Disruption energy per residue is comparable to thermal energy
-------------------------------------------------------------

Experimental energy values required per residue to disrupt α-helices and β-structures were estimated using the slope of the fitted plane to the 2D energy landscape (see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S5](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the ratio of the energy amplitude of experiments and simulations (1:9.4). The values per residue to disrupt α-helices and β-structures were 11.0 and 3.6 pNnm or 2.7 and 0.9 *k*~B~*T* (where *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant and *T* is the absolute temperature), respectively (corresponding to 104 and 34 pNnm/residue in MD simulations, respectively; see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S5](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The two-state model fitting a hump-like transition in single-molecule mechanical unfolding of GFP gave an equilibrium free energy of Δ*G*=22 *k*~B~*T* for a seven-residue α-helix[@b21-5_25], which agrees well with the present result of 3 *k*~B~*T* per residue by direct measurement. These figures are comparable to thermal energy (*k*~B~*T*), which explains the dynamic and stochastic feature of the trajectories.

Conclusion
==========

In the present study, we detected discrete several transition states, only some of which stochastically emerged in each trial. Ligand binding changed the emerging probability. This feature, somewhat analogous to that of quantum phenomena, is a reflection of the huge number of possible conformations of a protein. As demonstrated here, quasi-static force measurement of single molecules, which is performed close to equilibrium, enables researchers to detect free energy changes directly.
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![Single-molecule force microscopy and protein structure. (a) IFM[@b31-5_25]--[@b33-5_25]. The position of the cantilever tip was controlled using laser-radiation pressure. Feedback was applied such that the total forces exerted on the cantilever were equilibrated (see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S1](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (b) The difference between mechanical stretching using AFM and IFM. Before (broken blue lines) and after (solid black lines) stretching experiments. (top) In an AFM experiment, displacement (Δ*z*) and velocity (Δ*v*~c~) of the cantilever were not equal to those of the terminus of the protein molecule (Δ*d* and Δ*v*). (bottom) In an IFM experiment, the terminus of the protein molecule was stretched directly by pulling up the cantilever tip at a constant rate *v*~c~. (c) The SNase crystallographic structure (Protein Data Bank identifier (PDB ID): 1STN) lacked disordered regions (Ala1--Lys5 and Glu142--Gln149)[@b40-5_25]. The red, light-blue and green ribbons represent α-helices, β-structures and turns, respectively. (d) Scheme for SNase unfolding. Secondary-structure notations: S1--S5 (β-structure) and H1--H3 (α-helix). SNase is composed of two domains: the amino (N)-terminal β-barrel domain consisting of S1--S5 and H1, and the C-terminal α-domain consisting of H2 and H3. The Ca^2+^ binding site (dotted circle) consists of two turns between S1 and S2 and between S3 and H1.](5_25_f1){#f1-5_25}

![Force-extension relationships for SNase unfolding achieved experimentally. (a--e) Single-molecule force measurements of SNase unfolding, in the absence of Ca^2+^ and (f--k) in the presence of Ca^2+^. Arrows indicate force peaks. Gray vertical lines represent peak locations in the histogram of the force peaks shown in [Fig. 3a and b](#f3-5_25){ref-type="fig"}. Dotted lines represent the estimated maximum length (0.36 nm/residue).](5_25_f2){#f2-5_25}

![Agreement between experiments and MD simulations in the distribution of force-peak locations. (a and b) Distribution of force-peak locations in force-extension relationships derived experimentally, as shown in [Fig. 2a--e and f--j](#f2-5_25){ref-type="fig"} from 42 and 43 force-extension curves in the absence and presence of Ca^2+^, respectively. (c and d) Distribution derived by MD simulations as shown in [Supplementary Information, Fig. S3, a--e and f--j](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in the absence and presence of Ca^2+^, respectively, each from 50 force-extension curves. The peaks in (a) and (b) are at extensions of 7, 12, 20, 28, 34 and 46.5 nm.](5_25_f3){#f3-5_25}

![Intermediate structures and structural origins of force peaks obtained by MD simulations. Representative structures of intermediates from MD simulations in the absence (a) and presence (b) of Ca^2+^. Structures of interest before and after transition are shown as yellow solid and white broken circles, respectively. Histograms (inset) show distributions of force-peak locations in the force-extension relationships (as in [Fig. 3c and d](#f3-5_25){ref-type="fig"}). Force peaks corresponded to the breaks of secondary structures or hydrophobic interactions.](5_25_f4){#f4-5_25}

![Ca^2+^ effect clarified by cluster analysis. (a--c) The mean force-extension curves of clusters in three groups. All 85 experimental force-extension curves (data) in both the absence and presence of Ca^2+^ were partitioned into 10 clusters by cluster analysis. The data in each cluster were averaged, and 10 mean force-extension curves of the clusters (shown in a--c) were obtained. The mean curves were used for further cluster analysis, and the 10 clusters were partitioned into 3 groups. Arrows indicate force peaks. (d--f) Number of data comprising each cluster in the group 1 (d), 2 (e), and 3 (f), respectively. Data were counted separately in the absence (left) and presence (right) of Ca^2+^. All 3 clusters in group 1 (black, red, blue) showed data 1.5 times or higher in the absence of Ca^2+^ than in the presence of Ca^2+^. In contrast, all 3 clusters in group 2 (black, red, blue) showed data 1.5 times or higher in the presence of Ca^2+^ than in the absence of Ca^2+^.](5_25_f5){#f5-5_25}

![Shift in force-peak distribution by Ca^2+^ binding. (a--d) Distribution of force-peak locations in mean force-extension curves by cluster analysis ([Fig. 5a--c](#f5-5_25){ref-type="fig"}) derived experimentally (a and c) and by MD simulation (b and d) in the absence (a and b) and presence (c and d) of Ca^2+^. The number of force peaks was weighted by the number of data comprising the clusters. Gray vertical lines represent peak locations in the distribution of force peaks without cluster analysis shown in [Fig. 3a and b](#f3-5_25){ref-type="fig"}. (e and f) The ratio of the number of force peaks in the former and latter half of extension. The boundary distance was 23 nm for experimental data (see text on [Fig. 5](#f5-5_25){ref-type="fig"} results) and 25 nm for MD data (23+2 nm). Magenta, cyan and orange bars indicate that the force peak of interest emerged during unfolding of the α-domain, β-barrel domain, and other events, respectively in MD simulations.](5_25_f6){#f6-5_25}

![Trajectory density map and 2D 'topographic' energy landscape by MD simulations. (a and b) Trajectory density maps in the absence (a) and presence (b) of Ca^2+^ in αβ number coordinates (see Methods). Three representative trajectories are shown as lines. Trajectories start from the upper right area (N′: 34.6±2.4, 29.5±3.2) in the absence of Ca^2+^, (N′: 34.5±2.1, 31.6±1.9) in the presence of Ca^2+^, and end at the coordinate origin (U: 0, 0). (c and d) 2D energy landscapes in the absence (a) and presence (b) of Ca^2+^. Deviation of the energy landscape from the fitted plane is depicted (see [Supplementary Information, Fig. S5](#s1-5_25){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Red curve represents the boundary distance of 25 nm (see [Fig. 6f](#f6-5_25){ref-type="fig"}).](5_25_f7){#f7-5_25}
